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LET’S DISCUSS:
PART I

Launching the Initiative

• Office of Faculty Development worked on textbook costs since
2004
• Textbook Task Force
• USG Share Repository with eCore
• First USG Open Textbook with UNG Press and eCore

• Initiative started with conversations between Executive Director
of GALILEO and Chief Academic Officer of the USG
• Also started with conversations between library directors in the
Regents’ Academic Committee on Libraries (RACL)

• 2013 – Pilot team formed between GALILEO, OFD, USG librarians,
USG instructional designers
• Stakeholder Analysis
• Partnership with California State University / COOL4Ed / MERLOT

Back in 2013…

• OpenStax started their peer-reviewed textbook collection in
2012, and it was starting to gain popularity.
• The Open Textbook Library was just getting started as a
University of Minnesota campus webpage.
• The California State University system was creating a way to
showcase faculty OER work (COOL4Ed).
• SUNY was reaching the end of their OER pilot year and started
creating open textbooks in niche subjects.
• The Florida Orange Grove project was beginning to realize that
only investing in content creation would not spur adoption.

The OER Environment in 2013

• Andy Schmitz had just archived the now-paywalled Flat
World Knowledge textbooks in late 2012, and sustainability
was on OER leaders’ minds.
• MERLOT was the main way to search for OER in higher
education, with OER Commons growing as well.
• CNX was quickly becoming just the back-end system for
OpenStax, and the “Connexions” name was being phased
out.

The ALG Pilot Perspective

In 2013, the pilot team knew that:
• OER implementation would take extra time, and faculty
needed time to be supported.
• OER sustainability was a major issue that needed to be
addressed.
• Open Education projects would quickly dissolve without
collaboration between faculty groups, libraries, instructional
designers, administration, and university presses.
• The USG would need examples at a large-scale, researched
and reported, to validate the adoption/adaptation/creation
of OER.

Our First Promotional Video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ix2WvkHPkVs
• We scripted this in 2014.
• As you watch: what doesn’t hold up about this message
today?

2013-2014:
Growing Up Quickly

Launching the Initiative

• 2014 – Funded by legislature through Board of Regents for
$2.5 million, one-time funds
• Director of GALILEO Support Services led initiative
• Appointed a Visiting Program Officer (Jeff Gallant, then at Valdosta
State University) for day-to-day tasks
• Created new website with USG web designer

• Textbook Transformation Grants: Supporting Faculty Time
• Development in Fall 2014, Implementations in Fall 2015
• Created RFP, application process, Service Level Agreement, rubric,
peer review process, kickoff meeting agenda and materials,
semester and final report templates

Textbook Transformation Grants
From the inception of ALG, a key strategy has been to provide grant-supported
opportunities for USG faculty, libraries, and institutions to transform their use of textbooks
and other learning materials into the use of open, no-cost, and low-cost materials.
Affordable Learning Georgia Textbook Transformation Grants are intended to:
• Pilot different approaches in USG courses for textbook transformation including
adoption, adaptation, and creation of Open Educational Resources (OER) and/or
identification and adoption of materials already available in GALILEO and USG libraries
• Provide support to faculty, libraries, and their institutions to implement these
approaches
• Lower the cost of college for students and contribute to their retention, progression,
and graduation
https://www.affordablelearninggeorgia.org/about/textbook_transformation_grants

Grant Structure
• Large-Scale: $30,000 maximum
• $5,000 maximum per team member, $800 for travel and project expenses
• Department-wide implementation in all sections, or
• Over 500 students affected per year

• Standard-Scale: $10,800 maximum
• $5,000 maximum per team member, $800 for travel and project expenses
• Reviewed with the budget in mind: students affected should still be
substantial or result in the creation of new impactful resources

• Mini-Grant: $4,800 maximum
• $2,000 maximum per team member, $800 for project expenses
• For the creation of ancillary materials or the substantial revision of existing
OER

Grants In Practice

• Funds given to the institution in order for the work to be
done by the team
• Based on a standard Service Level Agreement
• 50% when the agreement is fully-signed, 50% when Final Report is
submitted

• Institutions support grants differently
• Release time, overload pay, summer pay, faculty development
funding

Assessing a Grant Program

• Tour of ALG Tracking Sheet
• When a program matures, sustainability becomes a required
measurement. How do you control for sustainability when
reporting your numbers?

• About $900,000-$1m awarded per year
• As of fall semester 2019: $54+ million saved, 320,000+
students affected
• This year’s numbers will be on the ALG Statistics page once
finalized:
https://www.affordablelearninggeorgia.org/about/reports

Team: Nancy Conley, Michael Fuchs, Christina Howell
Institution: Clayton State University
Course(s): MUSC 2101
Cost Savings Per Student: $149.00
Report Link: http://oer.galileo.usg.edu/arts-collections/4/

"My experience with the no-cost material was definitely one of
the best things Clayton State has provided me with. Being a
student athlete at Clayton State, I was able to do homework
on the bus rides to away games, comfortably. Unlike my other
classes, I would have had to take 3 huge books on the bus with
me." -Student

OER at Scale: eCore and UNG Press

• eCore, Georgia’s online core curriculum, partnered with ALG
to implement OER in all 29 courses
• ALG then partnered with the UNG Press, a new university
press, to create open textbooks for subjects not yet covered
by OER in eCore courses
• By the end of this phase of the partnership, we had OER
implemented and evaluated at a large scale and new peerreviewed open textbooks.
• Maybe even more significant, we had a workflow for these.

Grantee Video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jv2XwneeAaw
• Our focus on grants changed our outreach strategy by the
time this was made in 2016.
• Being as specific as you can be, what was the intended
audience for this video?

Initiative Plans

• In 2014, our plan was an internal one-year process based on
pilot team feedback and partnerships
• In 2015, funded for one more year, followed previous plans
• In 2016, we were now a long-term program. Wrote a threeyear Strategic Plan with five main goals:
• Support OER / no-cost / low-cost implementation
• Support OER creation
• Support development on open pedagogy / technology
• Raise awareness of OER / no-cost / low-cost resources
• Expand and improve data collection / analysis / reporting

Current Staff and Budget

• Lucy Harrison, Assistant Vice Chancellor, Library Services and
Executive Director of GALILEO
• Jeff Gallant, Program Manager, Affordable Learning Georgia
• Marie Lasseter, Director, Academic Technologies
• ALG Campus Champions and Library Coordinators

• Volunteers from library, CTLs, departments at each USG institution
• Advocacy, point-of-contact, grants assistance
• Raising awareness about OER / affordable options throughout the
USG

• Funded $2.5 million per year from state legislature to BOR

Student Video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l4sXykK1UNs
• Why is this 2017 video a significant shift in our outreach?
Who are we trying to reach here and why?
• In 2019, what would you change about this video?
• (We heard the most obvious suggestion as soon as this was
released…)

Course Designators and Visibility

• Course Designators: A new partnership to raise awareness across
the board:
• ZNCM: System-wide no-cost materials designator
• ZLCM: System-wide low-cost materials designator ($40 or under)
• Visibility to students and faculty and administration and program
management and Champions/Coordinators!

• Quick Look at PowerBI Charts, ZNCM/ZLCM Data

• Look at the offices where data is being kept – given the right tools, can
you learn something new?

• So far, compliance is the big issue – each institution does their
catalog differently.

What would we recommend for
OER initiative staffing?

Staffing: Entirely dependent on what you want to do, based on
tasks, partnerships, objectives
• Repository: Do you want an open-source repository? If so, you will
need a server administrator who knows how to work with a
particular OSS repository format.
• Grants: Would these be centralized in an office? If so, the office
will need more time. If not, you will need a lot of time
• Creation: Do you want to create new materials as an institution? If
so, do you have a university press which would like to help? They
may need more time and more staff. Peer reviewers would need to
be coordinated and paid.

What would we recommend for
OER initiative staffing?

• Training: Who will raise awareness? Who will get faculty,
librarians, IDs informed about open education, open pedagogy,
open licensing, copyright, accessibility, grant paperwork?
• The Open Textbook Network (OTN) can help here!

• Communications: Who takes care of data analysis and reports?
Will you have a newsletter? Who creates and manages the
website? Do you report to administrators, legislators, the media?
• Strategy and Goals: Who works on the overall strategic plan of
the initiative? Who ensures that goals are met? Will you need a
project manager?

What budget would we recommend
based on our experiences?

Let Your Values Define Your Budget
• What are the goals of your program? Why?
• How many faculty would you want to support for their
time/expertise through grants or other methods to meet these
goals?
• Does the cost of a course release vary based on someone’s salary?
Are there other ways to fund their time?
• What platforms would you need to have in order to meet these
goals? Do you need a repository? What are the repository’s goals –
would you want to make a high impact outside of the institution?

What budget would we recommend
based on our experiences?

• Do you have a training/marketing/awareness structure in place, or
would you need to bring in consultants or partners?
• Do you want to create new textbooks to fill OER subject gaps?
How would this work at your institution?
• What are the staff you would need in order to fulfill these goals?
What are the starting salaries for positions you would need?

If we had to start all over, what
would we do the same? Differently?

• Keep:
• Flexible Plans and Academic Freedom Focus

• Mandates to faculty will ruin an open education initiative. Attract
faculty through support, outreach, training
• Do not lock the types of grants based on the types of actions taken
(adoption, adaptation, creation)

• Focus on OER and Library Resources over Low-Cost Commercial
• Low-cost has its place, but vendors have been slow to create ethical
low-cost materials that maintain academic freedom

• Support for the program within the libraries and CTLs

• Librarians include many Open Access / Open Education advocates.
• CTLs and IDs explore innovative and equity-focused pedagogy and often
are excited about OER!

If we had to start all over, what
would we do the same? Differently?

Change:
• Data Models for Reporting

• Be sure to work with data experts and direct reports immediately on
what data you will need to keep.

• More Support for Recognition

• Rewarding outstanding OER / open pedagogy faculty beyond grants

• More Support for Small Teams, Individual Faculty

• Stipends for OER adoption that do not involve large-scale impact?

• Formal Train-the-Trainer Program

• First step this year: Sponsorships for a state SoTL Conference, CC
Certificate Online Program

• Accessibility First

• Engage with accessibility organizations, partner with Disability Services
offices

What is the future of ALG?

Based on our USG OER Survey:
• Larger focus on improving OER in quality and scope

• More ancillary materials
• Accessible, navigable textbooks in responsive, editable formats

• Work with departments to help bring OER to scale

• Despite our focus on academic freedom, many faculty don’t have a
choice in what textbooks they can select – in that case, why not
OER?

• Re-invest in basic OER awareness, training

• We have a larger-than-average informed audience with OER, but
there’s so much more room to grow

What is the future of ALG?

Based on our USG OER Survey:
• Build OER in subjects where resources are scarce
• Upper-Level Courses, Graduate Courses
• Aiming for full Z-Degree programs

• Enhance OER Discoverability
• Can we do this with library resources?
• Maybe suggested resources based on new authentication
methods?

What is the future of OER?

• AI and Adaptive Learning aren’t ready for Open Primetime.
• One field where adaptive has worked: Language Acquisition
• Every Learner Everywhere project: https://edscoop.com/newnational-education-network-to-share-adaptive-learning-resources/

• VR (virtual reality) and AR (augmented reality) require
extensive amounts of work, and the hardware isn’t ready
yet, but open VR/AR may be viable where VR/AR have
existed before.
• Medical fields, for instance
• Federal OER Grant: Chippewa Valley Technical College, VR Nursing
Simulations

What is the future of OER?

Maybe the future of OER addresses a digital elephant in the
room: Print vs. Digital.
Is the future of OER more about making educational resources
more usable, useful, and accessible?
• Easy Annotations and Highlights (Manifold, Hypothesis)
• UI tailored to OER creation (Pressbooks EDU, OpenAuthor)
• Making previously-inaccessible OER into accessible, responsive,
flexible OER (LibreTexts)
• Open assessments, simulations, exercises (H5P)
• Open platforms (PSPP, R Studio, MyOpenMath)
• New ways of looking at accessibility (Universal / Inclusive Design)

What is the future of OER?

Maybe the future of OER is inclusion.
• How many World History resources out there have a colonialist
perspective that wouldn’t work in some English-speaking
nations?
• Could we finally get expert translations of OER?
• When will accessibility be a default?
• How diverse are our OER authors and reviewers?
• How often do women and people of color have a voice in OER
leadership? (Last year: much more than before!)
• Jess Mitchell, OpenEd18 Keynote:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=REjnpokwnJE

Check out the USG OER Survey!
Link: https://affordablelearninggeorgia.org/documents/2018_USG_OER_Survey.pdf
Hosted on our Reports page:
https://www.affordablelearninggeorgia.org/about/reports
• 1700+ faculty and staff respondents
• Quantitative and qualitative analysis
Quick takeaways:
• USG faculty more aware of OER than nationwide
• More concerned about OER quality
• Concerned about subject areas without much support
• Less satisfied with OER discoverability
• Print vs. Digital a large issue

LET’S DISCUSS:
PART II

Contact me:
jeff.gallant@usg.edu

